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Almost 200 architects and engineers have formally signed a petition to the United States 
Congress to reopen the investigation into the collapse on September 11, 2001 of World 
Trade Center towers 1, 2, and 7 (see www.ae911truth.org/joinus.php).  Official U.S. 
government reports place blame for collapse on burning jet fuel causing steel frames of 
these buildings to weaken and collapse by “pancaking” downward.  But, steel begins to 
melt at 2250F, whereas jet fuel burns at no more than 1500F.   When these buildings 
collapsed, their concrete turned to fine dust and their steel frames became molten oozes.   
Furthermore, WTC 7 collapsed in what looked very much like a controlled demolition, 
even though it was not hit by an aircraft and sustained only very minor damage from 
falling debris from the two main WTC towers (video is available at www.physics911.net/
closerlook).  All three collapses were likely due to something other than fire.
   
If fire was responsible for all three collapses, then it was the first time in the 100 history 
of high rise, steel-framed construction that fire resulted in collapse.   Accordingly, with 
respect to probability theory, these three collapses collectively represent a very rare 
event.   And, the probability of WTC 1 and 2 collapsing at almost the same time in 
precisely the same manner although burning for an unequal amount of time and 
sustaining unequal amounts of impact damage is so low that an explanation for collapse 
other than fire is far more likely.   The official U.S. government explanation is suspect.

It is, in my opinion, unpatriotic not to seek the truth about the attacks of 9/11/01.  If the 
buildings were brought down by other than random acts of terrorism, controlled 
demolition perhaps, then the official government explanation is wrong.  All government 
actions since 9/11/01, military deployments in particular, are called into question.   If the 
official explanation is false, then government, in total, must be held accountable to the 
American people if, in fact, our democracy is true.  I fear, however, that our democracy is
false.  I am concerned that political parties are a façade, fooling us into thinking that we, 
the people, are still in charge.   Perhaps knowing the truth will put us on the path leading 
to the restoration of this precious democracy.

Our collective courage is necessary to the restoration of American democracy.  A free 
press, an attribute considered by Thomas Jefferson to be necessary to democracy, no 
longer exists in the U.S.  Our work in restoring American democracy is hindered by this 
absence.  Yet, if we do not embark on the journey of democratic restoration, America will
forever cease to exist as intended by the Founding Fathers.  We can show our power by 
voting federal incumbents out of office, returning people dedicated to democracy.  The 
bickering between democrats and republicans must stop.   We must work together to 
ensure that our government is of the people, by the people, and for the people.

James R. Carr is one of the engineers that has signed the petition calling 
for a new investigation of the WTC tower collapses.  He is a registered professional 
geological engineer in Nevada.  


